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Four hundred years ago, on 25 SeptemADQ
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To celebrate this event and the resulting
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The goal of the meeting was to present a
comprehensive coverage of the history,
science and technology of 400 years
of astronomical telescopes in a wider
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The meeting started with the historical
development of optical telescopes, from
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Newton, Herschel and Lord Rosse to the
great refractors of the 19th century,
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The second day was — apart from an
intermezzo on solar telescopes — dedicated to non-optical telescopes,
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the capabilities of amateur telescopes,
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3GD SGHQC C@X RS@QSDC VHSG SGD JDX DM@ bling technologies for optical telescopes,
from mirror casting and polishing, active
optics and telescope design considerations to adaptive optics and interferometQHB SDBGMHPTDR 3GD RDBNMC O@QS QDUHDVDC
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The interplay between technological
developments, society and politics was
highlighted in the next session, which
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How embedded in, and dependent on,
their surrounding infrastructure astronomical observatories really are became
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pollution, and on the role of observatories
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The social programme included three
events: a welcome reception at ESA’s
Space Expo, a visit to the impressive collection of historical telescopes at the
Museum Boerhaave in Leiden, and a dinMDQ BQTHRD @KNMF SGD #TSBG B@M@KR "DQ tainly one of the most memorable and
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Being present throughout the meeting
they contributed heavily to the discussion,
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The proceedings of the conference will
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Figure 1. /@QSHBHO@MSR @S SGD BNMEDQDMBD
NE RSQNMNLHB@K 3DKDRBNODR

Springer in early 2009, and will be a great
memory for those who attended the
meeting, as well as a great resource for
@KK SGNRD VGN LHRRDC SGHR TMHPTD DUDMS
More details on the meeting can be found
at http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/400years/.
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Thirty years later, a direct interferometric measurement of a stellar diameter was finally realized by Michelson & Francis G. Pease (1921)
which was applied by their 20 ft (6.1 m) interferometer mounted on the 100 inch Hooker Telescope on Mount Wilson. The next major
development came in 1946 when Ryle and Vonberg (Ryle and Vonberg 1946) located a number of new cosmic radio sources by
constructing a radio analogue of the Michelson interferometer.Â International Year of Astronomy, 2009 marking the 400th anniversary of
Galileo's first astronomical observations using his telescope. List of optical telescopes. List of largest optical refracting telescopes. Four
hundred years ago, on 25 September 1608, the lens maker Hans Lipperhey from Middelburg in the Netherlands traveled to The Hague
to apply for a patent regarding his invention of the "spyglass". The Commander in Chief of the Dutch armed forces, Prince Maurice of
Nassau, was quite impressed. However, since the instrument could be easily copied, Lipperhey was not granted the patent.Â To
celebrate the invention of the telescope and the resulting developments, Leiden Observatory, in cooperation with ESTEC, organized an
international meeting on "400 Years of Astronomical Telescopes". The meeting took place from 29 September - 2 October 2008 at the
ESTEC conference centre. This book presents the highlights of this meeting under the following categories The Optical Telescope. The
astronomical telescopes observing. Sextans at Greenwich Observatory / UK. In the 17th and 18th centuries, an accurate star catalog
was needed for navigation on the sea. Thanks to the accurate star catalogs, proper motion and aberration were discovered . The first
map of the Milky Way was made by Herschel measuring the distribution of stars. How an Astronomical Telescope Works. There are two
kinds of optical telescopes: one is a refracting telescope (refractor) with a convex lens, and the other is a reflecting telescope (reflector)
with a concave mirror. Both types of

